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Abstract
With the rapid development of network, the performance of intrusion detection system that ensures the security of network information has been paid more and more attention. In order to overcome the disadvantages of RBF neural network, a novel RBF scheme
based on improved particle swarm optimization is proposed, which can overcome the disadvantage of premature convergence. The
experiment result shows that the proposed algorithm has better detection rate and false positive rate than traditional algorithms based
on RBF, and it can provide important reference for network intrusion detection system in practice.
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1 Introduction
With the rapid development of Internet and computer, the
application of the network also increases, but the systems
and network information are being threatened by the
invasion, which is becoming more and more serious,
coupled with the mature knowledge, hackers technical
level unceasing enhancement, and the diversified attacker
means, the traditional security techniques have been unable
to keep up with the pace of the network security needs [1].
The network information and system security problems are
becoming more and more serious.
Intrusion detection system has gradually evolved into
one kind of active network security defense technologies,
which effectively makes up for the deficiency of the
traditional security technologies [2]. Especially in recent
years, IDS (Intrusion Detection System, IDS) has made
greater progress. An distributed intrusion detection system
model based on multi-agent was proposed by M.Changlou[3]. Detection feature selection based on improved
quantum genetic algorithm was proposed by Liu Jun[4].
Design of intrusion detection system based on neural
network was proposed by Z.Ping-hui [5]. Intrusion
detection system design in wireless LANs based on
optimized BP algorithm was proposed by L.Feng-chun,
Z.Hao and Z.Bao-hua[6]. Fault detection and diagnosis of
the gearbox in marine propulsion system based on bispectrum analysis and artificial neural networks was
proposed by Z.Li[7]. Support vector machine based on
genetic algorithm for network intrusion prediction was
proposed by Xie Zhiqiang [8]. Intrusion detection method
using neural networks based on the reduction of characteristics was proposed by Iren Lorenzo-Fonseca [9].
Network intrusion detection system based on expert system
and neural network was proposed by ZHANG Ren-shang
*

[10]. A neural network-based intrusion detector to recognize novel attacks was proposed by Lee, S.C [11]. Intrusion detection system based on fuzzy technology was proposed by Zhixin SUN [12]. Data integration system for
IDS based multi-agent systems was proposed by E.
C.Claudino[14]. Utilizing fuzzy logic and trend analysis
for effective intrusion detection was proposed by MART
INB [15]. But network attack means constantly change, the
shortcomings of the traditional intrusion detection algorithm are exposed gradually [16], especially in the face of
unknown attack types, it cannot adapt to the environment,
and it cannot extend its performance. Artificial neural
network with the self-learning and adaptive ability is a
good way to solve the above problems.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section,
model of RBF neural network is proposed. In Section 3,
RBF scheme based on improved particle swarm optimization is proposed. In Section 4, in order to test the performance of proposed algorithm, experiment is carried out to
test its efficiency and the proposed algorithm is compared
with other algorithms. Finally, section 5 gives some
conclusions.
2 RBF neural networks
RBF neural network as shown in figure 1 is a kind of threelayer feed-forward neural network, which includes input
layer, hidden layer and output layer. RBF neural network is
a local approximation network, for each input and output
data, only a small amount of weight need to be adjusted,
and it has advantages of fast learning speed, global
approximation and the best approximation performance
[9]. A RBF neural network consists of n number of input
nodes, m number of hidden layer nodes and one output
node. Hidden layer node is RBF function, which can be
represented as
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 represents width of RBF hidden layer node, c
represents the centre of the i-th RBF hidden layer and w
represents output weight. In order to obtain RBF neural
network of high performance, the best  , w , and c
should be obtained.

force F21 to particle 1, and particle 3 will have a repulsive force F31 to the particle 1. The two forces is superimposed to produce joint force, which can make particle
move to a better direction, as is shown in figure 2.

FIGURE 2 Particle move direction
FIGURE 1 RBF neural network structure

Optimization methods mainly include gradient descent
algorithm, genetic algorithm (GA) and particle swarm
optimization algorithm (Particle Swarm Optimization,
PSO). Gradient descent algorithm has fast search speed,
and computational complexity is high. Traditional GA and
PSO only choose RBF neural network parameters and
intrusion characteristic, ignoring the connection between
network intrusion characteristics and parameters of RBF
neural network, which is difficult to obtain the parameters
of the model to predict the overall optimal performance.
3 Production-distribution schemes based on genetic
harmony algorithm RBF
The improved PSO algorithm takes each particle as a
charged particle in space, and each particle charge is
determined by fitness value of the objective function to be
optimized. The charge also determines the attraction or
repulsion of this particle to other particles. If fitness is
optimal, attraction is stronger. If fitness is inferior,
attraction is weaker. Then we use the charge provide
acceleration for each particle to correct velocity updating
formula of the algorithm. The charge of particle i is




f ( xi )  f ( pg ) 

qi  exp  n m


  ( f ( xk )  f ( pg )) 
k 1



(2)

f ( xi ) represents fitness value of particle i , and

After comparing fitness value of object function of two
particles, the direction of the force between two particles is
determined. The component force of other particles is
calculated by

Fi k  ( xk  xi )

qi qk
xi  xk

, f ( xk )  f ( xi )

(3)

2

xi  ( xi1 , xi 2 ,

, xin ) represents current position of the
i-th particle and its speed is vi  (vi1 , vi 2 , , vin ) .
Particle d , which is farthest from the optimal particle, has
a disturbance process compared with force of the other
particles. When particles ignore some searching area,
premature convergence will occur. In order to effectively
avoid premature, component force of particle d , which is
the farthest from the current optimal particle, is given
certain disturbance, which can be represents by

Fdk  ( xk  xd )

rqd qk
xd  xk

, f ( xk )  f ( xd ) .

(4)

2

r is a random number between 0 and 1. For two
particles, particles with better fitness value will attract
another particle, attraction force between particles lead
particles move to a better area. On the other hand, particles with inferior fitness value will reject another
particle, and repulsive force pushed particles to unsearched area. The object of calculating superimposed force
is to make particle move to the area that is better than
itself and move it far away from the area that is worse
than itself. Speed update formula and position update
formula are

f ( pg ) represents the optimal fitness value at present.
Supposing particle 1 is better than particle 2, and particle
3 is inferior to particle 1, so that particle 2 has attractive
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aij  r3

Fij
Fij

And r3 is a random number between 0 and
2

1. In the proposed algorithm, the particles should be
encoded, which includes c ,  , w , v and fitness f i , c ,
 , and w correspond to the position of particle.
Supposing there are k number of centres, one output
node and each centre is a vector of n dimension. The
encoding structure is
c11c12 c1n1w1 c21c22 c2 n 2 w2 ck1ck 2 ckn k wk ,

v1v2
fi 

v( k ( n1)k ) , f i .
1 N
( y(k )  ym (k )) 2 .

2 i 1

(6)

f i represents objective function and N represents the
number of samples. y (k ) represents the expected output
value and ym (k ) represents the actual output value. The
proposed RBF neural network based on improved particle
swarm optimization is as follows.
Step1.The sample data is collected.
Step2.Determine the number of hidden layer neuron
and calculate  , w , according to the method proposed by
Sun Dan.
Step3.Initialize the position and speed of particles, the
individual optimal value pi  ( pi1 , pi 2 , , pin ) , global
optimal value pg  ( pg1 , pg 2 , , pgn ) and superimposed force Fi .
Step4. For each particle i , carry out the following
operation.
Calculate its superimposed force and component force.
Update the particle speed and position.
Calculate the fitness value f ( xi ) .
If f ( xi ) is better than fitness value of pi , pi is the
current position of xi .
If f ( xi ) is better than fitness value of pg , pg is the
current position of xi .
Step5. If it meets stopping condition of improved PSO,
turn to step 6. Otherwise turn to step 4.
Step6. Decode the global extreme value to obtain the
corresponding parameter of RBF neural network. If it
meets stopping condition of RBF, the algorithm stops.
Otherwise turn to step 3.
4 Production-distribution schemes based on genetic
harmony algorithm

four categories. Four groups of sample data are randomly
chosen from the data set. Each data set contains 10000
normal data and 100 abnormal data, a total of 10100 data
records. In order to test the attack detection effect of
different kinds of algorithms, the number of specific types
of attacks of four sample data sets is not the same. In the
experiment, under the same test environment, the selected
sample data sets are used to test the performance of
proposed scheme, PSO_RBF and RBF respectively. Table
2 is intrusion detection effect of three algorithms.
It can be seen that the proposed algorithm has the best
detection performance. For test set 1, detection rate and
false positive rate of the algorithm are respectively 92.61%
and 2.85%, and the corresponding detection rate and false
positive rate of the PSO-RBF algorithm are respectively
85.45% and 5.56%, rate corresponding to RBF are 84.61%
and 6.54%. From the above data, we can see that the
proposed algorithm can significantly improve detection
rate, and also has significantly reduced false positive rate.
Similarly, it can also be concluded that the rest of the three
sets of test data also satisfy the above laws.
TABLE1. Data sample set
Test
set
1
2
3
4

Normal

DOS

R2L

U2R

Probing

10000
10000
10000
10000

30
35
40
45

20
15
10
5

25
20
15
10

25
30
35
40

TABLE2. Intrusion detection effect of three algorithms
Test
set
1
2
3
4

Proposed scheme

PSO-RBF

RBF

DR

FPR

DR

FPR

DR

FPR

92.61%
95.16%
92.36%
97.65%

2.85%
2.21%
2.86%
2.76%

85.45%
87.27%
92.47%
94.38%

5.56%
4.44%
3.36%
2.98%

84.61%
86.26%
89.34%
90.58%

6.54%
5.51%
3.69%
3.23%

5 Conclusions
With the rapid development of network, how to ensure.
The security of network information becomes more and
more important. As an active security technology, intrusion
detection has been paid more and more attention. First of
all, the principle of RBF neural network is discussed. Then
a novel intrusion detection algorithm based on RBF and
improved PSO is proposed, which is a kind of intrusion
detection algorithm using the method of improved PSO to
optimize the parameters of BP neural network algorithm.
The experiment result shows that the proposed algorithm
has better detection rate and false positive rate, which can
provide reference for actual network intrusion detection
system.

The experimental data set comes from KDDCUP99 dataset
of MIT Lincoln laboratory data and attack types include
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